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Investigators have. used many different values for the ITI in inves­
tigating the variables in matching-to-sF'l'ple. Holt and Shafer (1973), 
sh�d that th� TTY its�lf influence� matchin� pP.�formanc�. Tn �h� 
pr@sent experinMtnt the titr�tion method was employ�d to dete'!'mine the op-
tima� or "preferred" ITI for pigeons. Three Ss began each s�ssion �rith 
an ITI of 'O sec. Th-ee other Ss began each session with an !TI of 60 sec. 
During the session two conse·cutive correct re45ponses reduced the IT! b�.r 
?. secs \lfhile a single e•-or �iould increas� the IT! by 2 secs. !he result� 
showed that the 60 sec I'!'! g�oup worked down to the 0 sec ITI. Howevc!'. 
ed th� 0 sec IT� and pcrfonnance i�pr�ved in the s�cond half of a session. 
The results r?ere interpretated as suggesting that the titration method 
matntai.ns ob�erving b�havio!' which accoun�s for high. accuracy in mat�hing-
to-sample; Amsel's frustration hypothesis is also considered to account 
for th� distributiol"l of "�T'O?"S wi�hin a s�ssion. 
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TITRATJ'O�l OF INT�TRIAL tNTi:RVAL TN TilF. MATCHIW�-TC'-SAMPLF PAqAnTC?A 
r.r�gory !. Hochstetter 
East(>rn Illinois r .. 'niversi +.y 
In matching-to-sample behavior� th� subject is first presented with 
a standard stimulus. After responding to the standard stimulus a set of 
co�parison stimuli are presented, from which the subject is required to 
select the stimulus that corresponds to the sample. 
�einstein (1941) was probably the first to use matching-to-sample 
�nder systematic experimental control. Two rhesus monkeys and two child­
ren were the subjects. �einstein use� tt-10 problems, a sample with two 
comparison stimuli and a sample with four comparison stimuli. Initially 
a simult�neous matching procedure was used with the sample and comparison 
stimuli present during the trial. Late�, Weinstein employed a delay�d 
matching procedure in which the sample was removed before the compari­
son stimuli were presented. Weinstein also tested for generalization 
of matching-from-sample behavior towards stimulus objects experienced 
fo� the first time. The perfonnance of the monkeys and children were 
comparable. HO\vever, the children had faster acquisition and were 
able to 9enerali�e more broadly. Weinst�in suggest�d that the child­
ren's matching performance was under the control of the concept of same­
ness while the monkays en�agPd in discrimination b�havior. 
Nissen, Blum, and Rlum (1948) considered three general ways in whlch 
the similarity or difference betw�en sample and choice object may be effect­
ive in the matching problt:-m. The first wav i!'>.a conl'iitioninq situation. 
�einforcing the sample reinforces respons� to the visual characteristics 
of the sample. Those charactP.t'istics are repeated in the matchinq choice-
2 
obiect.and are absent in the other choice-object. A correct response indi-
cates that conditioning has occurred in that one trial. 
The second interpretation is the "perception �echanism". This inter­
pretation assumes that an irrmediate-preception of likeness and/or of diff­
erence is possible and is the basis of solution. The third interpreta-
tion assumes that the. subject can respond differentially.to similarity 
and difference regardlP.ss of the particular visual characteristics of the 
stimuli. This interpretation is tenned the "abstract g�neralization mech-
anism". It assumes that the.basic association betwPen a given stimulus an� 
approach t o  that stimulus is learned in a single trial, early in training • 
• 
The basic association is then effective in all subsequent trials. 
Nissen. �lum, and Blum's data oave no clear indication as to which 
mechanism was operative. The authors sugqested that possibly all �hr�e 
mechanisms_ were effective, separately or in combination. 
Using pigeons as subiects, Skinner (1950) ·deosctibed mat'ching.:.to-
saniple as reinforcing the discriminat1ve responses of "strikino-red-after-
being-stimulated-by-red and striking-green-aft0r-being-stimulated-by�green" 
while extin9'lishing the other bro possibilitie43. The pig�on 1 �R.,..ns to res-· 
pon�·to the �ample stimulus. !his re�ponse is 'I'einfot'c�d b�· +�� illumina-
tion of the comparison stimuli. The r�sponse to the comparisnn stimulu� 
follows irrmediately after the visual stimulation from th·e center key. 
Skinner considers the response to the sample as a requisite con�ition for 
the discri�ination. 
Ginsburg (1050' had pigeons lParn three t��s of matching-to-sample 
problems. The first v!ac; matching, where the �amo1'!' r.t:i!TIHJ.11s v!as identical 
"to 'thP. cor"t:ect choic� c;tlm11lus. The second wa!; t""'';"":lt�hin".;. �there the <;am-
pl� was identical to thP. incorrect choice. :h� t"'i-� ··:a-;· a-atching, .•1her� 
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the sample stimulus and choice stimuli *ere different colors. Ginsburg 
reported that nonmatching was learned significantly faster than both match­
ing and amatching. Matching and amatching did not differ significantly. 
�owever, Skinner ( 1950) had found no difference in establishing matching 
and nonmatching. Cumming and Berryman (r�stofsky, 1965) reported results 
opposite that of Ginsburg. They foun� very slow acquisition of oddity and 
rapin acquisition of .matching. The two studies differ in the criterion of 
learning USed and possibly in the numbPr Of Stimuli USed. 
Ginsburg further �tated that since amatching was learned as readily as 
matching it argued against a solution based on a purely percP.ptual basis. 
He accounted for all three matching problems with th� transverse patterning 
m�chani�m of �pence.· According to thi� irl�a th� �reacts· with either an­
proach or avoidance to the combination of the trace of the sample an� the 
perception of the choice stimulus. 
Since these investigations many variables in the matching-to-sample 
paradigm have been investiqated. The variables are: reinforcement, delay­
ed matching and short-term memory, time-out(TO), drug effects, observing 
responses� generalization and transfer, stimulus ·c hange, conditionPd rein­
forcers, extinction, and intertrial interval( TT!). 
Ferster ( 1960) did a comprehensive investigation of intermittent rein­
forcement �n matching-to-sample. He used a l sec time-out(TO), a 4 sec 
reinforcement cycle and no intertrial interval( IT!).· He reported that fix­
ed-ratio, fixed-interval, and variable-interval reinforcement produced the 
typical performances normally obtained with these schedules. Tn examining 
ratio rPinforcPm�nt of matching behavior. Nevin. r.umminq, a�d Berryman (1963) 
started with a 3 sec T� and a 25 sec !TI. !Alrino the experiment the T0 "as 
removed and the IT! was reduced to 1 sec. They reported a high incidence 
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of errors inrnediately after reinforceme.nt on fixed-ratio schedules. Accuracy 
then increased as thP. ratio progressed. By contrast, accuracy was high 
· throughout the ratio on a variable ratio schedule. Mintz, �ourer, and Wein­
berg, (1966) used an Trl of 350 msec after· a correct match and a delay of 
6 sec after an incorrect match. After the 2.6 sec reinforcement cycle the 
next trial be.gan. A vert�cal array of lights was··Hlumif.lated in--re.;, .. 
lation to. the successive steps of a FR 9 schedule of reinforcement. As a 
randomly introduced probe, the stimulus situation appropriate to having 
seven to the FR 9 steps already completed was occasionally introduced at 
the beginning of an FR cycle. Reinforcement followed the illumination of 
the two remaining lights by two correct matches. The number of errors in 
this probe condition were lower than the errors characteristic of the first 
two steps of the basic FR 9. 
Boren and Gollub (1972) reinforced correct matches under' fixed-inter-
val, chained fixed-interval� and fixed-interval schedules that had extero-
ceptive stimulus changes correlated with time since the last reinforcer. 
Reinforcement consisted of 6 sec access to grain or a .5 sec magazine light. 
Incorrect r�sponses were followed by a 5 sec TO and a correction procedure 
was used. For all four pigeons, accuracy decreased from th0 b�gi�ninq of 
' 
th� interval to some point in thP. midrilP.. an� th�n became increasingly mo�e 
accurate until the end of the interval. 
The effects of the schedule of r�inforcem�nt in matching-to-sample are 
consistent with the effects found on other behaviors. Birds on FR schedules 
make more• errors irrmediately after r�inforcement • . Performance then improves 
as the ratio continues. The steps in VR schedules have no effect on match-
ing accuracy. Performance on FT schP.dules is similar to FR schedules. 
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Blough (1950) investigated delayed· matching-to-sample- He found that 
matching behavior depended upon the length of the delay and upon the S's 
behavior during the delay interval .  Pigeons matched a flickering or steady 
sample with a 5 sec !TI. Blough observe� stereotyped superstiti9us behavior 
during the delay interva l .  Acquisition of delayed matching was analyzed by 
Berr'Y!"an, Cu�ing, and Nevin (1963) using a 3 ·sec interval for TO and rein­
forcement and a 25 sec !TI. By the end of the experiment the order of per� 
formance level for all three pigeons was: simultan�ous matching, zero de­
lay, 1 sec, 2 s�c, 4 sec, 10 sec, and 24 sec delay. Cumming, Berryman, ana 
Cohen (1965) used six pigeons to study acquisition functions for zero-de­
lay matching and simultaneous matching. They used a 3 sec interva l for 
TO anrl rPi�fo�cement an� a 25 sec !TI. They showed that ze�o-delay mat­
ching is a mo�e difficult task for pi�ons than simultaneous matching. 
In studying the effect of satiation on.delayed matching pe�formance, 
Cunrning, Berryman, and Nevin (lq65) used a 3 sec interval for TO and rein­
forcement and a 25 sec !Tl. Their results suggested that long delay match­
ing was better unde� conditions of reduced drive. Smith (lq67) compared 
a delayed discrimination and delayed matching problem in pigeons. He re­
ported that performance was consistently poorer on the delayed matching 
problem. He also showed that accuracy of responding during delay proce­
dures was a function of the length of delay interval. Smith used a 5 sec 
TO for incorrect matches but the next trial followed imnediately after a 
correct match. Smith used a vertical and horizontal bar as stimuli and re­
ported the same basic results as Blough (1950) who used a flickering or 
�teady sa1T1ple. 
Roberts (1972) used the matching-to-sample procedure in establishing 
the effects of repetition and spacing on short-term memory in the pigeon. 
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He employed a 3 sec reinforcement interval, a 20 sec !TI and a nonmatching 
response tenninated the trial. �e reported that retention increased as a 
direct function of the frequency with which a sample stimulus was presented. 
Temporal �pacing of repeated presentations of the:- sample lowered retention 
as compared to nonspaced Presentations. The amount of spacing and repeti-
tion increased as the number of repetitions increased. �oberts further 
analyzed the data to· determine the effect of color discriminability on 
delayed matching. He found that those colors that are close in their wave-
lenqths yielded the highest levels of performance. Conditions which pro-
moted a high level of retention led to the greatest differences in reten-
tion between color combinations of high and low discriminability. Zentall 
(1973) further investioated memory in th� oiqeon u�inq matchin�-to-sa"'Dle. 
. - . . ../ 
He trained six piqeons on a w�velength matching task with a 5 sec deJay be-
tween the offset of the $a�ple a�d onset of the comparison stimuli. 7.�ntall 
also used a 5 sec IT! but no TO or correction procedure. When he interpol-
ated a novel wavelength or novel shape between the sample and comparison 
stimuli, he found that both disrupted matching performance. The novel wave-
length "as more disruptive -+:han the novel shape. Zentall c;u�g�sted that 
the int�rpolated stimulus p�esentation di$rupted the memory trace for the 
sa"!ple stimulu�. 
Whe� using pigeons in the delayed matching task accuracy decreases with 
increased delays. ��tching at 10�9 delays is better under conditions of re-
duced drive. Accuracy is also improved if short delays are used with re-
p�+Hion of the sampl� stimuluc;. r.�atchinc:i accuracy is also r�duced if a 
sti"lu)uc; ic; pres�n+ed du�ing the delav irte'!"Val. 
matchinn-+o-�a'ry)le +asks. 5chnckel �106�) us�d a s�lf-adju$tm��t procedu�� 
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in which the range of delay intervals Ymich could be pr�sP.nt�d to an S was 
1-10� SP.c. PO'��vPr, th� particular ��lave pr�sPnt�d were a function of S's 
responses. !Xtring a given s�ssion th� average limit of delay was 45 sec, 
with a range of 30-70 sec, for fou� rh�su� monkevs. 
Th� effects of r�t�oactive an� proactive int�rferinq stimuli on perfo�-
mance of monkeys in a delayed matching task was rl�monstraterl by Jarvik, 
Goldfarb, anrl r.arley (1969). The results sugqest�d that the apparent de-
cay in memo�y that occu�s over time in a delayed matching test may be due . ' 
to the intrusion of interfering stimuli. Etkin anrl D'Amato {1969) varied 
sample set size, the number of stimuli used, with delay int�rval. Although 
accuracy decreased as the delay increased, the samplP. s�t si7.e had no af f Pct 
o� pP.rfor.manr.P. �'o �vi��nr.� for shor+-t�rn memory interfer�n�P. effects 
were found. A modified d�cay interpretation of t.hP data was suaqestPd. 
Short-term mE'l'Tlory in the stumptail macaque was investigated by· :\ar­
rard ·and Moise (1970). The importance of incompatiable resnonses ·during 
the delay int�rvals was evaluated undP.r two conditions. The first condi-
tion was free·movement. Physical restraint in a primate chair was the 
second conrlition. ��atching accuracy at each delay interval indicated no 
sioni ficant "'i fferenc�s bPtWPP.n th,,. +t-10 con�H:ionc;. 
Moise (1970) interpolat�d motor activity durinq delays in rlelayed 
matching-to-sample. He found significant perfonnance deficits due to 
a�ount of interpolated activity but no eff�ct as to the point of intPrpola­
tion during the delay. D'Amato and O'Neill (1971) demonstrated that delay-
ed matching was superior. when the delay interval was spent in darkness 
�at�Pr than modPrat� illumination. !n contrast �o previous studiPs all sub-
jects �hO' .. Pd abovP cha"CP matchina at. a 120 sPc d�lay intPrval. �tkin ( 1972) 
also showed that capuchin monkeys performed significantly b�tter after a 
8 
dark delay than· after a lighted one. The relationship held for both spa-
tial and nonspatial problems. 
1 
D'Amato and Worsham (1972) trained two capuchin monkeys iri a delayed 
matching task with very brief, .075 to .45 sec sample durations. The per-
formance of both Ss indicated that their capacity to match successfully at 
long retention intervals .is not dependent on repeated viewing of the sample 
stimulus. The results could not be accounted for by enhanced attending to 
the sample stimulus but suggests that the animals have the capacity of 
"learning how to remember". 
In investigating punishment of S�responding in matching-to-sample 
with pigeons by time-out(TO} , Ferster and Appel (1961) reported that the 
effect of TO depended upon thP baseline sch�dule of positive reinforcem�nt. 
Hsing a 4 sec reinforcement interval and no ITT they varied TO for .5 to 
600 secs. Accuracy of matching.was highest with TO durations of 10, 30, 
or 60 secs, but decreased at durations of either 1 sec or 120 sec. Using 
intermittent punishment, Zimne"C'man and Ferster (1963), reported that with 
intermediate TO durations accuracy increased as the frequency of TO increased. 
However, �ith an extrPmely �hort and an extremely long TO duration, accuracy 
was poor over the entire range of frequencies. Zimmerman and Baydan (1963) 
extended punishment of mismatching by TO to humans. The results from both 
humans and pigeons indicate that if punishment is to be used to lower the 
rate ·of, or eliminate particular responses, it should be applied continuously 
after the emission of those responses. Also, an optimal intensity of punish-
ment should be chosen since punishment of too great an· intensity will result 
in the suppression of overall behavior. 
Berryman, Jarvik, and Nevin {1962) investigated the effects of phar-
macological variables on mat�hing-to-sample. They used pigeons on a 25 
sec !TI with a 3 sec interval for reinforcement and TO. They reported · 
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�hat pentobarbital produced considerable initial decrements in accuracy, 
but relatively fast recovery to normal levels • . Lysergic acid diethylanide 
produced an initial period of inactivity which was followed by �ssentially 
normal· pe.,..formance. Shl o,.,,,.omazin� E-ffects shO\·red such consir:!e-rable var­
iabll i ty that the authors did not com"H•nt on its effects. The effects of 
sodium pentobarbital on three types of matching-to-sample paradiqms was 
investigated by Berr)'Tl"an, CUmming, ��e vin, and Jarvik ( 1964). Th"?y employ­
ed pigeons on a 3 sec intPrval for reinforcement and TO and a ?.5 sec ITT. 
Th0y show�d �ecrements in accuracy with increasing dose levels on zero 
delay matching- to-sampl e . simultaneous oddity, and.variable d�lay matching­
to-sample. Th� oddity perfonnance was less sensitive to the dt'Ug effects 
than �eTo dP.la:' mat chinn. 1'.n variabl e cfP.lay mat,.hi. n.., there �··ac; no clear 
-P.vid�nce fo..,. any relation�hip bet•rPe" the maqnitud0 of the rln10 �ffect and 
the . length . of the delay interval. ?!evin and Leibold (1966) trai ned onP. 
pigeon on matching and oddity wlth red anrl grenn key colors� Th�y used a 
10 sec !TI and a 3 sec in+.0rval for TO and reinforcnm�nt. !llu�ination 
of a yellow li�ht above the CPnter k�y served as a cue fo� m�tchinq or 
oddity . Ini(')ctions of sodium pentobarbttal an-:! trar'lsfer to nov-:-1 kP�r col­
o�� affect0d matc�i�ry �n� oddity diffP,.ent1v. Th1s effect suggP�t�d +h�t 
stimulus control of t\·.·o r.fifferent kinds of pe,.f.ol""a""c::! h�d bet?>n establisheri. 
Accuracy tended to decrease with increasing doses of pentobarbital, but the 
decrease in accuracy of mat�hing was gr�ater tha� fo� oddity. 
Using rhesu� monkeys, Melle (1971) studied alcohol effects on delayed 
matching-to-sample. A titrat ion proc�dure was employed- in which delay dur­
ations changed as a function of performance accuracy. Accurate matching 
·was observed at delays bPyond 3 min. Alcohol was then ad�ini�ter�d in as­
cending doses and al t�rnated with control spsc;ionc;. �-1 thr.mah perfon:nance 
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accuracy decreased with increasing alcohol do�P.s, short-tenn memory did not 
appP.ar specifically impaired. Errors did not increase as a function of in­
creasing delay intervals, rathP.r, �rrors clustered between 1 and 30 sec de­
lay. Also, the monkeys· w��� able to perform accurately at longer delays 
despite high blood alcohol levels. 
Combining drug effe.�ts with lesions, Glick and Jarvik (1970). admin­
istered D-amphetamine and scopolamine to four monkeys with dorsolateral 
frontal lesions and four unoperated monkeys performinq a delaved matching 
task. They found that both D-amphetamine and scopolamine impaired the 
delayed and nondelayed matching of th� unoperated control monkeys. Only 
scopolamine and not amphetamine impaired the matching perfonnance of the 
frontal monkeys. 
Ferster, Levitt, Zimmerman, and Brady (1961) used matc�ina-to-samplP. 
as a baselinP. from which to evaluate the effects of hypnotic sugaestion. 
Since frequency of emission of the behavior and the number of errors vari�d 
differentially as a result of ·different su9gestions, the authors considered 
matching-to-sample.was providing a baseline that was mo�e sensitive to man­
ipulation than the siffi!"'le re�ponse often recorded in opPr.ant. research. 
Eckerman. tansen, an� Cumming {1968) demonstratP.d that matchinq-to­
sa!r.ple perfonnance was imp�oved when an explicit obse-vinq rP.sponse was re­
quired to the sample stimulus. They used a 3 sec interval for reinforce­
ment and TO a�d a 25 sec !TI. They also observed the development of an 
overt observing response by two of the three pigeons even when no observ­
ing response was required. 
Qnnminq and Rerryman (1961) repo�ted the results of a test of the 
formation of a matchin� concept.in pigPnns. After training to match rP.d,· 
green, ann blue stimuli with a 3 sec interval for reinforcem�nt and TO and 
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a 25 sec !TI, a yellow light was substituted for the blue� The results 
showed no matching concept in the pigeons since matching accurac'y was at 
chance levels under the yellow stimulus. Also, there was no evidenc.e of 
a tendency of the Ss to respond exclusively to those stimuli to which they 
had been previously reinforced, or to avoid the novel yellow stimulus. In-.· 
stead, the pigeons adopted a position preference when the standard stimulus 
was yellow. Using an adjustable comparison, Cohen (1969) investigated gen­
eralization during acquisition, extinction, and transfer of .matching. Com­
pared with the acquisition of simultaneous matching in the three key situa­
tion ( Cumming and Berryman, 1961), the two kev adjustable comparison proce­
dure produced a more gradual increase in �verall accuracy and the final · 
levels of accuracy reached were considerably lower. Cohen used a 15 sec IT! 
and a 3 sec interval of reinforcement and TO. The generalization gradients 
showed th�t all pigeons reached a high level of accuracy in the presence of 
at least one standard and some pigeons did so in the presence of as many · 
as many as four of the six.standards. �xtinction had no systef'l'latic effect 
upon overall accuracy or the individual generalization gradient.s • 
. Kamil and Sacks (1972' trained piqPons on a matching-to-samole proce­
dure with only three of the four possible stimulus configurations prPsen�. 
They used a 3 sec interval for reinfol.'cement, a 10 sec TO and no ITI. t•lhen 
the birds were exposed to all four configurations as a transfer t�st a 
high degree of negative transfer was seen. l)Jring the transfe� test, res­
ponding after one sample was apparently based on position, while respond­
ing after the other sample was based on color. These �esults weTe dis­
cussed according to the coding hypothesis. The hypothesis states the 
choic� response on individual trials is u�der .the control of specific 
mediating stimuli associated with each sample·. That during matching ac-
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quisition with pigeons, each mediating response becomes established as a 
discriminative stimulus, exerting control over choice responses made in its 
presence .  These responses are independent----of 'all 'other 'rriediatin·9 -sttmull 
ass'C>ctatect with, o+h-?+ sample sti�li. 
Evidence has been presented that shows that monkP.ys differ from pig­
eons when tested .for transfer.'of match�ng. Wright, t:'rench� anr:! �iley (1968) 
trained monkeys to respond on the basis of stimulus identit''• Th�y thP.n 
showed immediate efficient. generalization from identity to similarity 
responding. Jackson and Pegram (1970) required monkeys to transfer from 
color matching to fonn matching . Although only 2 of the 10 subjects per­
fo:rmed above chance durinq the fir�t day o.f transf�r, most of the remain­
inq animals perfonn�d above chance during thP. seconrl dav. The monk�ys did 
not reve.,.t to a position prefe't'P.nce during transfer. Hpon retesting color 
matching after· 14 days of fo:rm matching, the monkeys showed very hiqh sav­
ings. 
The effects of stimulus change on matching-to-sample perfonnance was 
investigated by Stubbs and Thomas (1966) . Pigeons were given 4 sec grain 
access on a FR 25 schedule with a .5 sec maqazine li9ht presentation after 
each correct match. A 30 sec TO interval followed a mismatch and the JTI 
was not reported. Stimulus change was effected by illuminating the red 
house lights which were unilluminated during the training sessions. Each S 
received several stimulus change probes during three different sessions. 
For both Ss on all three probe sessions matching perfonnance was disrupt-
ed by the conditions of stimulus chaPge. long pauses and low response rates 
occurred and accuracy was impaired. With the reinsta+.emi:>nt of training con­
ditions. th� nrPstimulus cha�qe porformanc0 i�odiatoly returned. 
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Clark and Shennan {1970) trained two pigeons on a two key seaue�tial 
match�to-sa�ple task. �rain reinfor�ement was available on a FI 8 min 
schedule and orange illumination of th� response keys preceded grain d�livery 
by .5 sec. Since presentatio" of th� sample was undeT the control of the 
S the IT! was varied by the �·s behavio!'. Th� ·? sec oran�e.keyliqht flash 
was sometimes presented coiitinqP.nt upon mismatch responses on a VI l min 
schedule. Compared to baseline th� rate of �ismatch responses incrP.ased 
and thP. �ccuracy of matching performancP. decr�asP.d. The effectivenP.ss 
of the orange·flash to reinforce mismatch responses was markedly reduced 
when it no longer preceded grain delivery. The results were consistent with 
those of conditioned reinforcers employing· a sil!l!'le response and extend�d 
the finding� to t.h0 more comolex behavior nf matchinq-to-�amole. 
Two pigeons were train�d to high levels of matching accuracy by 
Cumming, Berryman, Cohen, and tansen .( 1967). They then pu� the birds on 
extinction to determine whether the response alo!"'e loses strength O!' if 
both the re�pol"\se a�d +he stimulus control ovnT.' th::: respons� ar� weakened. 
They reported that although extinction produced large d�cre�ents in the 
.str-:ngth of th!:' kE-y p�ck '!'C-�!)onse it had 1i t"tle or iio �ff.��t upo'"! i:�� accu-ac�, 
of ma+chin� . 0!1� n� th� hi��s v�� on a 24 ��c I!! rlurin� e�ti��tio� an� 
the othP.r bird unden·�ent extinction on a 4 �ec !TT and a la+.�r eytinction 
. session at 25 sec !!! . HO\!ltever. the autho-rs did not COTTiment on the rela­
tion of IT! length to accuracy. 
The function of.the int�rtrial inte�val in matching-to-sa!'llple was in­
vestiqat!:'d by P.ol t and Shafer ( 1073). '!°ht.'!y used a 3 S'2'C int�:!"val fnr rf'dn­
fl'.\"!"CP"'!"'n+ 8"'� a 2 <;P� '!'O. -r,.,�lvi:- piCJ':>O""� we ... ,,. +t"aineri with �it.hP."!" a O, 5. 
is;. 2i=.� O"' 60 sec �TT. !:ioht of +�.--: 12 pin,.on·s .,,,,,,_,.. oivP!' an i::r cha!'n'° (')f 
i0i t.h�r: 0 to 60, 0 to 5. 5 to o. 60 +o O, 15' "f:o 25, 5 tn l!), 60 t.o 5, 5 to 
1, 1 to 5. 1 ·to 25, and 25 to 1 sec. The zero sec ITT subj�cts failed to 
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match beyond chance l�v,,.ls. '.\rhile othn'!" !TI valu�s .,.Psul t�rl in Matching 
acquisition. '"'1ang�s f�orn 0 se� to oth�r IT! values incr�as0rl accuracy, 
and changPs to 0 sec d�c��as�d matchin� p��fo""!"llan��. Chan�0s tn IT! val-
uns other than 0 sec :""!:'Su1.+".'� in li":tl-:- cna"'ge in ma-t:ching accu'!'acy onc:c 
stable performance h�rl been attained. They also reported that only the 
25 and 60 se� TTTs r�sultcd in c:onsistently high t�n'!"linal perfo'l"!'llance and 
rapid acquisition. However, once stable correct matching had �ccn acquir-
ed, an IT! as low as 1 sec \'ras sufficient to maintain accurate performance. 
Cotton anct Lewis (19'17) studi�rl the effect of the intertr.ial interval 
on the acquisition and extinction of a running rnsponse. ThP.y �cported 
no indication that running time during acquisition depended on the !TI. 
There we'!"e interaction cffP.cts between acquisition an� extinr,tion intP.:r.val 
du:r.lng extinction. Th�r� was no sianificant eff P.cts of ITT during a 
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spontaneous recovery trail. Jernstadt (1971) investigated the joint effects 
of pattern of reinforc�m�n�, ITT, a�d amount of �Pinfor.c("fllent in the run-
ning spP.ed of rats. He reported that groups running at a 20 min IT! were 
faster than 9�oups running at a 20 sec !TI early in acquisition. �!ow�ver. 
thP�e was nn diff P.rencP in soeeds aft�� the first fpw days. Th� masserl 
t'!"i8}S p�OrlUCCd gr�8tP� �esistanCP +� avti�Ction +han spaCPd ��ials, but 
only lat�r in �xtinction. A t�st of the r�lationship between ITT and the 
developm�nt of differential response to alternating partial-reinforc�ent 
schedules was perfonned by Yatz, 'J�oods, and Ca'T'rithers (1966).· 'Three groups 
of rats ran a runway fo� 30 days with TTTs of ;t, 2 OT 20 min. Starting-. 
running-. and goal-+im� measu��s indicatPd the marked superiority of the t 
min group in rlP.veloping tho differ�ntial r�sponse. Katz (1959) hypothesi?.erl 
th�t th� stimulus aft�rnff�cts of r�inforc�mAn+ ��rl �o�r�inforc��P.�t seT'V-
ed as a diffPrP.n+ial cu� fun�tion in single-�l+e�nation i�t�l""'litt�nt rein-
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forc:ement schedules. He tested the hypothesis by compari�g massed practice 
(35 sec ITI) with spaced practice (3�:.min IT!). Katz predicted that only 
the massed subjects would form the discrimination. However, the results 
indicated that although massing of t�aining facilitates the formation of 
the discrimination, spacing does not eliminate the possibility of discrim­
ination formation. 
Jerome, Moody, Conner, and Gremler (1958) investigated the effect of 
the ITI on the number of responses made in work periods of various lengths. 
In general the results inrlicated that the optimal ITI was directly related 
to the duration of work. ·Consistent with the assumption that reactive in­
hibition dissipates during the ITI, response 'latencies were found to de­
crease as th� !TT incrP.ased. 
Four !TI intervals we�e used by Spence and Norris (1950) in deter­
mining the function of the !TI in evelid conditioninq. They foun� that 
thP amount of conditioning increased with increase in the magnitude of the 
ITI. Prokasy, Grant, and Myers (1958) investigated the effects of UCS in� 
tensity and ITI upon acquisition and extinction of conditioned eyelid res­
ponses. Generally, as UCS intensity increasen and as ITI lengthened, the 
frequency of CRs also increased. The longest ITI was associated with sup­
erior conditioning and greater rPsis+ance to extinction. 
The effects· of the ITI and first trial reward·was studied by Deets, 
Harlow, and Bloomquist (1970) for acquisition of an object-discrimination 
learning set in monkeys. They reported that ITI duration had no effect up­
on perfonnance during the initial stages of object-discrimination learning 
set training. Perfo:nnance differences associated with ITI differences be­
came apparent during the later stag�s of training when trial two performanc� 
decreased with increased ITT duration. 
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D'Amico aJ"'!d Viney (1972) studied �he effects of response force and ITI 
on extinction in children. They used two force requirements and two TTis, 
5 and 20 sec . They reported no significant effects associated with ITT·in 
acquisition or �xtinction an� non� of the possibl� in�eractions were sign­
ificant. 
The role of the ITT in matching-to-sample seems most related to the 
function of IT! in classical conditioning as seen in the eyelid condition­
ing mcperiments (Spence & lfor!'is. 1950; Prokasy, Grant & Myerc;, 1958). 
The effect of ITI in matching-to-sample and object-discrimination learn-
i�g s"t do not seem related. Th� function of the t!I in runwa1s seems oppo­
site that·of matching. 
To establish stabJ c sti"!'!ulus paramet"rs or pref0 ... '?'�d· stimulus ,.ah.1 s 
� self-adjus�ment procerlure based on the D�ke'Sy au�iom�t�r has been ��ploy-
ed (Oldfield, 1949; Blough, 1955; Lir.dsley, 1957; Blough, 1958). In the 
96°kesy method the subject's responses qov�rn th� stimulus intersi ty. !�o·.'.'­
evcr, the stimulus intensity also controls the subject's respons1's. Jn the 
o�iginal Be'ke"sy procedure (9e1c�y, 1947 ) tha intensity of a ton� increases 
continuously as lon? as·a c;ignal button is press�� and decreases automatic�lly 
1.•:h�n the button i� T'':'l�as��. The subier:t co""t...,..ollini: i:he button thu� i� 
able to let the intensi +�, of th: tC\ne fluctuate ius� ;thove and bdlow 
threshold. 
The B��y p!'ocedure is si!nilar to the ''Up and down" m0thod which 
was developed anr.' us�d in tes+.ing the sensitivity of explosiv�� to shock 
("ixn-. P. r�ssey . ]0�7). !"' t�is technique �O_!"l� initial height is cho�en 
wit� a succcssion of�eights above it and a sucr.�ssion below. If +he first 
specimen explodes at the initial level the seeond specimen ":i 11 be tested 
one step below the initial level, othe!".'•i�e. th� second specimen will be 
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tested on'! st'.?p above the initial level. !n general; any �pecime'M will .. be 
tested at th� level irrmediatelv balow or iY"lfflP.diat�ly abov� thP lovel of th� 
previous test. The primary advan+�oP. of this �ethod is that it automati­
cally concentrates testin� near the msan and increases the accuracy wi.+.h 
'.A'hi ch thP. mean can be estimatP.d. 
Tn �sychonhysics this �ethod is caJl�d the staircase method ( Corn­
sweet, i96?.). nsual�y only two response categories are used, such as, 
"�'�s" or "�'o". Th� technique begins as in the usu;,t1 m�thod of limits 
but changes direction Pach �ime the observer changes his resnonse. For 
example, durino an ascending series in a Reiz Limen exoeriment. when the 
observer chanqes from saying "�o" to "Yes"� the eiperimenter will de­
c!:'ease thP. stimulus value for the next stimulus. The �xperi"lPnter con­
tinues in a descending series until t�e observe""." savs "No", whereupon he 
will start ascending again. 
Although the staircase method resembles Bt1k�y's method4 the methods 
differ in that the stimulus is varied continuously in the B�{sy procedure 
while the stimulus steps in the staircase method are discrete. Since the 
stimulus is varied continuously in t�e �6k6sy method it is often referred 
to as "tracking". The trackin� method has been adapted to �nimal psycho­
physics. �lough (1955, 1958) first trained pigeons to peck one key when a 
target was visible and another when it was too dim, and thereafter they .· 
tracked their own dark-adaptaion curves. The tracking method has been em­
ployed by other investiqators to determine visual and auditory thresholds 
in other species, such as� the starling (Adler & Dalland, 195�). the rat 
� r.ourevitch. ''ack. e T'awkins. 1960) • the cat (rllfott, �ra7.iP•• � Oiach, 1962\ 
and the monkey ( cyrnrnes. 196?.'. 
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Lindsley ( 1957) �sed a method similar to tracking to study the depth 
of sleep . Subjects wore a helmet which del ivered an aversive tone. Slow 
operation of a switch on the S ' s  hand kept the tone at a moderate intensity. 
!'.?apid operation of the switch reduced the tone to zero intensity and the S 
could avoid the tone by continued responding. Lindsley considered the 
method sensitive and widely applicable . to the study of sleep behavior. 
A technique ·similar to Lindsley' s was used by Weiss and Laties ( 1958) 
to study fractional escape and avoidance. They used a constant ·current 
shock stimulator whose output was incrP.ased or decreased in discrete step s .  
£very 20 secs a timer increased the shock level one increment. However, 
each time a rat pressed a lever in the chamber, the stimulator output was 
re.du ced one step. Weiss al"d Laties labeled this proqram a "titration sche­
dule". From the titration method they had a continuous record of the· rat ' s  
tolerance to electric shock. Rachlin ( 1972) let rats and pigeons adjust 
the intensity of electric shock by the rate of response. Trial titration 
schedules were used to determine aversive thresholds i� cats by Fields and 
Glusman ( 1967). 
Evans . ( 1963) used a titration schedule to measure performance decre­
ment as a function of continuing heavy muscular exertion. A treadmill was 
constantly acceleratP.d unless the subject depressed a switch which would 
decelerate the treadmill at a constant rate. Evans reported that the method 
was sensitive to ongoing performance changes and yielded fairly consistent 
results from session to session. 
The titration method was used in a spatial dimension in a discrimin­
ation problem in monkeys bv Schrier, Stellnitz, and Green ( 1963). Separa­
tion of discriminanda from manipulanda was increa�ed from zero inches as 
rapidly as each S ' s  progress permitted. After two correct responses at a 
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given separation, the separation was i�creased by a small amount. After 
�ach error the separation was decreased. The authors reported that train� 
ing time was considerably less than times previously reported. 
Wunderlich ( 1971) used titration and double responding as techniques 
to promote learning of a color discrimination problem in retardates . The 
results indicated that t�e techniques of double responding and titration 
facilitated learning by retardates under conditions of a spatial separation 
between stimulus and response. Titration of delayed matching-to-sample in 
children was studied by Ferrare and Francis ( 1971 ). Two consecutive cor� 
rect matches increased the delay by 2 secJ an incorrect match decreased 
the delay by 2 sec. The average delay achieved was directly related to 
age with only the older Ss performin� correctly at delays greater than 
40 sec. 
Cunm_ing and Berryman ( Mostofsky, 1965) reported titratin
.
g delayed 
matching-to-sample in pigeons. Two successive correct matches resulted in 
an increment to the delay int�rval on the next trial of approximately t 
sec. Each error shorten�d the delay period on the succeeding trial also 
by approximately t sec. WhilP the bird was . doing well the delay progre$­
sively lPngthened until he reached an interval that would permit him to 
be correct on two-thirds of the trials.  Th� delay interval tends to re­
main at such a level since he is at that point decreasing the delay as 
frequently as he is increasing it. They showed a � that began ap exper­
imental session at a delay of t sec and progressively lengthened the in­
terval until the delay remained at around 10 sec by the end of the session. 
That delay interval was consistent with the animal ' s  performance under a 
variablP.-delav pror.edure. The results suqqested that delaved matching pe�­
formance did not requir� the presence of simultaneous matching trials, and 
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that it was unaffected by the absence of delays othP.r than those at which 
the bird can successfully work. 
The review of the matching-to-sample lit�rature has shcm'n a ntlTT!ber of 
variables that h!ve b�cn investiga�ed. The most p�rtinent was th� inte�­
trial interva l .  !nvestigators have u�ed many different ri'ts. The most 
co!':"J!!On !TI is the 25 sec . !TI, �ti.th ot�P.r authors using a � · sec, 10 sec, 
1� sec, o� no !TI • . . !he !TI has �lso bc�n conf�un�ed by varied rns , 
i�t�l"fnit���t ��inforcP!l'���, and u�e of co��ectiv� p��c�dures su�h that the 
It ��� b��,., rei:>o.,..';cA ( !-!o1t an" Shaf,.� • . 1973) t"-a": due i:n !)!'"!eedural 
diffe±enr.es involving diff�rP.nt ITis, many studi�s a�P not �ir:ctly Cor"t-
+.i-tration rn�t��d is a vcr:y $ensitive measure and 1'l�o 9er.�r111tc� a continu-
, 
ou� record of perform�nce. �Y using the titratinn M�thod in d�l �yed match-
in'.j-to-sti'!IJ)le, Scheckel ( 1965) and r.:elle ( 1971) shov.:cd that th� �ange of 
. . 
successful del ayed m3tching exceeded the delays reported in the l iterature 
!'�-fuc�d t"l"ainin') tim� for '!tonk"ys. Wundl'!rlich ( lQ71) showed how titration 
fa.cilated learning in retardates. Onnming and B�rryman (P.�ostofsky, 196�) 
reported that with the titration method, delayed matching· performance for 
the pigeon �· unaffectP.d by the absence of delays that the bird is not ex­
posed to. 
Therefo�e, it is h"l)Othesi��� that t.he ttt�ation m�thod is abl� to gen-
th� ma+.chi�g-to-sa"'!'l� task. 
�·cthorl 
�ttbi F:'Ct.!; 
�i� white �al."T'�aux pio0�rs. anoro�imat0ly s · y�aT's ol�, �·ere main­
tained within 15 grams of eighty perce-nt ad lib •.reight. . Thi:> Ss •1�re 
niviti�d into two g"OUpS of thrE"'� pio�ons �ach . 
AooaT'at.us 
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The pig�on test chambP.r was ��lf constructed and contained in isola­
tion. Th� response chamb�,. itself was 45.72 cm lonq. 30.4q c:m �1�0, an� 
.13. l� cm hioh. Oi the fa,.. wall of tl°'� chambP,.. D"Ckina keys ''!r..,.0 moun'f:�d 
behind 3. 175 c� diamet�r circles that w�re 5.08 cm apart from �0n0 to edg�. 
Th(' distanc'e from the chamber floor to t'1� keys ,.,as 27 .305 cm . The res:­
ool"'SP. k·""'S ,. .......... t ... an�il l11miria+?d b�' tlo,'t'"'P. visual :r:cc l i9ht pT'o i0�ting ciis­
ol�y cel l s .  Th� feeding aperture to which the a:ain ma�a7.ino rl�liver0rl ,.o_ 
inforcem'?nt .was l� .33� cm abov� th� chamber floo:r . Two six watt. 120 volt 
houselights were mounted above the response keys at the top of t�� chamber . 
All prog!'·am�ci stimul i  ar.d resp·onse c:ol"sPquencPs w�,.� controllPn by relay 
ci�cuitry. 
P�ocpdure 
Prelimi�a ... y Trainin.!!· A l l  Ss wP�� rnaqazinr..n t:�ined to appT'oach th� 
feeding ap�r�ure at the sound of the orain magazine. The pecking response 
was differentiated to an FR 5 on the center key which was randomly i l lumin­
ated with on� of three hues: red, g�e�n, or amber. Response to the illumin­
ated key was reinforced Q.y a 3 sec grain magazine presentation . After the 
pecking response was established to thP. center key, p�cks w�re successiv�ly 
app,.oximated to randomlv p't'�sent.�d comparison keys . Preliminary t�aininq 
was t�Tf"linat�o wh�n the Ss p�ck�d +he i llumi�a+e� kftvs with �ho,..t la+PnciPS 
regardl�ss of hu�. 
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Matching procPdu�e. At thP. start of a trial a hue was presented on 
the center key. A single pPck to �he center key produced a comparison hue 
on each of �he two side keys . A peck to the key of the· hue that correspond-
ed to the sa1'!'ple or center key r�sult.ed in reinforcr.oment . A correct match. 
also terminat�d the sample and comparison stimu l i .  An incorrect match, a 
peck to the response. key il luminated by a hu� other than the hue of the 
sample key, resulted in a 3 sec time-out. During TO the sample and compar-
ison stimuli were terminated and the houselight was turned off. After the 
TO, the incorrect match was followed by a correction procedure. During thP 
correction procedure the same sarnplP and comparison stimul i  were presented 
until a correct match was emitted. Following .the TO or reinforcement in-
terval there was a 5 sec intertrial interval .  r>urinq the TTT, a1 1 stimuli 
-lights were dark, the houselight" remained lit, and the response keys were 
ineffective. The Ss followed this procedure until they were matching at 
chance accuracy. Chance accuracy was considered as fifty percent correct 
matches on the first presentation of a trial. 
Titration Procedu�e. After the Ss were matching at fifty percent 
accuracy, the value of the ITI was under subject control . Whenever an S 
made two consecutive correct responses the ITI was reduced one interval, 
which was 2 secs. However, a single incorrect response increased the r:r 
• 
by one interval ." One group of birds began with an ITI of zero secs. The 
other group of birds began with an !TI of 60 secs. 
I!Ts was 0 to 98 secs. 
The possible range of 
. 
. 
Th� sequence of presentation of the 12 sti�ulus conditions ?ras arranged 
acco�ding to a ra�domiz�d block desian which was r�oeated 12 times in each 
session . Thus a session co�sisted of 144 co�rect respo�s�s . 
All Ss underwent the experimental procedure until all · of the birds 




All Ss acquired a high level of matching ·accuracy with low vaTiabil-
ity. Figure 1 shows the matching accuracy of the Ss that began each session 
with a 0 sec ITI. Figure 2 shows the matching accuracy of the 60 sec !TI Ss. 
The 0 sec ITI group reachP.d the criterion of three consecutive days of at 
least 90% accuracy before the 60 sec ITT qr.oup . In the 0 sec ITT group , 
� 83 rpached c�i�er�on in 6 session s ,  � 14 in 7 session, and � 55 in 21 
sessions. For the 60 sec !TI group, � 31 and � 90 reachP.n c;itoTion in 
12 sessions with � 53 reaching it aft�r 22 session s .  
Figure 3 shows thP modal IT! for each session for the 0 sec ITI group. 
Bird 14 maintained a modal !TI of 0 secs after the second session. S 83 
maintainnd a modal TTI of 0 secs after the third session. However, S 5!'"> 
did not achieve a consta�t modal TTT of 0 secs until after s�ssion eleven. 
Fi9tJre 4 shows the modal ITI for each session for the 60 sec !TI group. 
Bird 53 achieved a mo�al !TI 6f 0 secs on session 5 but did not hold the 
modal 0 sec ITI until after session 14. � 31 reached a modal !TI of 0 secs 
in four sessions and maintained it after session 9 .  � 90 reached a modal 
!TI of 0 secs and maintained it after the sixth session. 
Figul"P.S 5 through 10 show continuous r0co'l"'ds of th� TTI changes through 
a �ingle session for each subject. 
The' relationship between the number of errors made in the first and 
second ha lves of each of the last eight sessions is shown in figure 11.  There 
is a tendency for the .§.! starting each session at the 0 sec IT! to make m ore 
errors in the first half than in th� second hal f .  The Ss sta�ting each 
session at +he 60 sP.c TTI madP. f�wP.r P.rror.s in. t�P. fi��t hal� +han in �ho 
seco�ri ha l f  of a session . A m�dian +est of the numb�� of e�ror� ,  fir5t 
and second half, for each g�oup was significant.. ( X2 = 17.96. p .001) 
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A 'l!il coxon ��Atc�ed-Pairs Signed-��mks test 'f!t:'S perfoJ'fned beb1een the 
first and second half er�ors . within each grou� . �ere was a significant dif ­
ference for the 60 sec !TI group ( T = l ,  p < .05) �nri for the 0 sec IT! group 
(T = O, p < .01 ) .  To t�st the difference in first hal f err.ors between the 
two groups the �·ann-'\'hitney U test for small sa!Tl!'les was used. There was 
a significant diff�rence between th� g�oups for first half er.rors (U = 1 ,  
p : .000) .  The 0 sec TT! group had more errors than the 60 sec group for the 
first hal f .  Th� 60 SPC TT! group had more err��s +han th� 0 sec !TI group 
in the seconrl hal f .  However, the difference was not significant (U = 1 ,  
p = .164 ) .  
Fi�re 12 sho•·!s a ratio o f  the errors made in the first half of a 
session riividet:i b�· +he err"""S made in thP secnnrl h�l f .  A !'a+i.o areat.P1" thRn 
on� for th� �s in the upper figure means that t.h�""� were morP er�ors in the 
first half o f  a session than in the second half. This uppP.r fi".'!'U�e is of 
the Ss that began each session with a 0 sec !TI. The middle fiaure i s  of 
thP. Ss that be�an each session with a 60 sec !TT. A ratio less than on� 
shows fewe� errors in the first half of t�e session than in tho second 
half of th� .session. Th� lowe:r fi.gu:re shows · the ratio of errors aver.ag�d 
ovP:-- the- 3 C:s .  !"f Pach qrouo. The ratio for tl-oc orotin that bPcian each s�s­
sion \•!ith the O· �ec TTI is greater than one on sessions 15 through 22. The 
ratio of errors for the 60 sec ITI group is less than one on seven of the 
eight sessions. 
A Mann-Whitney U test was calculated between the total number of errors 
for each group for . all twenty-two sessions. Th� test showed no significant 
diffe ... ence bebfeen tha qroups ( z  = 1 .04) .  A 1•'ald-�·'ol fowit7. ouns t�st was 
pel"formad to test �or a di fference in any way.: · c�:tra l te"'dencv. variabili tv. 
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skE'Wlless, kurtosis, or whatever. The runs test was also not significant 
( z  = 0 ) .  However, a '�ann-V'hitney U test calculated on the last eleven ses­
sions did show a significant difference beb-reen the two groups in number of 
errors (U = 29 . � ,  p < .05 ) .  The 0 sec ITI group showed more errors than 
the 60 sec IT! group . 
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Discussion 
The titration method was employed in this experiment so that an optim­
al ITI for pigeons matching-tc-sample could be found. The results show that 
all the birds "preferred" the 0 sec ITI. The Ss that began each session with 
a 60 sec ITI worked towards the 0 sec ITT. The Ss that began with the· 0 
sec !TI maintained it; 
These results seem contrary to that of Holt and Shafer ( 1973 ) .  They 
reported that � on a 0 sec !TI failed to match beyond chance levels. How­
ever, in the present experiment using a titration method Ss on a 0 sec 
ITI acquired and main+ained high matching accuracy. The results do tend 
to agree with those o f  Holt and Shafer in that the 0 sec ITI group made 
more P.r�ors than the 60 sec IT! group. Rowever, this differ�nce was only 
significant over. the last half of the sessions, ar.d not during the �arly 
trial� of ar.quisition �hich are usuallv the most sensitive to experimental 
manipulations. 
8olt and Shafer related the function of the TT! to the role of observ­
ing respon�es. �ckerman. T.anson, and runrning ( 1968) showed that observing 
responses increased matchino accuracy. Also, Ferst�� ( 1960 ) ,  found that con­
tinuous reinforcemnnt resulted in low�r accuracy than fixed-ratio schP-dul�s. 
Under conditions of high reinforcement frequency the pigeon is oriented to-
. ward the grain magazine instead of the stimuli. Holt and Shafer cons idered 
that a 0 sec !TI or continuous reinforcement which increased reinforcement 
density, decrease� observing responses and hence, matching accuracy. 
In the present experim�nt the 0 sec !TI and continuous reinforcement 
maintained a hiqh level of accuracy. This suggests that perhaps the titra­
tion method maintains observinq behavior. 
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Matching accuracy may have been maintained because of the aversive 
quality of the titration method. A mismatch not only produced a TO interval 
and no reinforcement but also a postponement of the next trial .  The delay 
of the opportunity to work for positive r�inforcernPnt may be aversive in 
itsP.lf. The increased IT! due . to the titration may bP. similar to increasing 
th� TO duration. Zil?ltlerman and Ferster ( 1963)° found that by increasing the 
TO duration matching errors decreased. To investigate the ave�sive aspects 
of titration it is suggested that the titration mP.thod be used in matching-
to-sa�ple without a correction procedu�� or TO interva l s .  
A not�orthy finding o f  this experiment i s  th� difference i n  errors 
made during t�e first and second halves of the session between the 0 s�c 
anrl 60 sec TT! groups .  The 60 sec TT! oroup showed fewer errors in thn first 
. 
. . 
half than in the second half of the sP.ssion. The findings o� !'olt an� �hafPr 
( 1073) can bP. applied to this findinn. Jn the first half of the session the 
� are on TTis greater than zero. As Po lt and Shafer show these higher !Tis 
maintain hiqh accuracy. �owever, during the second half of th� session the 
§! are generally on a 0 sec !TI and performance decreases. as shO\-m by Holt 
and �ha fer. 
The O sec !TT group showed mo�e errors · in the first half ·of +.he sPs-
sion than in the second half of the session. This result cannot be explain-
ed by the r�olt and Shafer experiment . The explanation of the distribution 
of errors may be that the errors dro�9ed out throuqh � session . or perhaps 
the birds habituated to th� short IT!. 
From a motivational viewpoint, Arnsel ' s  frustration hypothesis may 
account for th� distribution of errors. 0irds o� a 60 sec �TT develoo a 
hi�h level of fTacti�nal anticipato�v frustration . As· th0y work cown to-
41 
ward a 0 sec !TI the amount of this frustration is reduced since a mis­
match do�s not delay th� possibilit:' of reinforcement as long as it did 
on the longer ITis. This loss of ant� cipatory f�ustration re�uces the gen­
eTal driv'? l �v".'l a"1d .,..efiucPs "'!atchir!g accuracy . 
Howeyer, th� birds on the 0 sec ITI develop fractional anticipatory 
frustration over the trials within a session •. · Any departure from the 0 
sec IT! is frustrating and builds up the fractional anticipatory frus­
tration. The gro'.'.rth of antici!'atory frustration increases the g�neral 
drive level and maintains matching accuracy. 
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